ISSUER SOLUTIONS

END-TO-END
PROXY SOLUTION
I S S U E R S N E E D A TRU E E N D -TO - E N D S H A R E H O LD E R CO M M U N I C ATI O N S solution that
simplifies their proxy management and engages shareholders. Mediant can streamline your proxy
meeting events by managing and centralizing communications for all parties and fulfilling and distributing your proxy materials. Powered by cutting-edge technology and a team of experts who specialize in
proxy meeting events, our proxy solutions focus on customized campaigns while maximizing voter
participation. With our project management team focused on client satisfaction, systematic real-time
online vote results, as well as tabulation and inspector-of-election services, you’ll save significant time
that may be allocated elsewhere during your proxy project timeframe.

Unparalleled proxy management
Client service is the linchpin of all Mediant solutions. A dedicated campaign manager and team
of specialists communicate with you to plan and
manage the aspects of the proxy event from
developing a comprehensive plan and timeline
tailored to your needs to meeting date reporting
and beyond. Acting as an extension of your team,
we use a consultative approach to ensure you
achieve your event goals.
Robust web hosting and interactive documents
Shareholder engagement efforts are paramount
to a successful proxy outcome. A document
hosting solution that is intuitive and visually
appealing, while meeting compliance regulations,
helps to enhance the investor experience and

therefore engagement. Mediant’s online document hosting solution provides customized
websites that extend your corporate website
and investor relations messaging. Your important
documents are fully enhanced to open quickly
and are enabled for optimal mobile device
performance.

MIC Digital Shareholder Meeting
In addition to in-person meetings, we support
digital as well as hybrid meetings. MIC Digital
Shareholder Meeting allows you to shape your
event to best facilitate your shareholders’
engagement — ease of access on any device,
video and presentation capabilities, real-time
voting, questions to the board, and more.

Acting as an extension of your team, we use a consultative approach to
ensure you achieve your event goals.
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PROXY ROAD MAP
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TABULATION AND REPORTING
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Real-time voting results from multiple
sources, including registered and beneficial
holders and solicitor votes
Platforms are integrated to process Internet,
paper and telephone votes efficiently
In-depth data analytics and vote modeling

SHAREHOLDER MEETING/
POST-MEETING REVIEW
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 ll votes undergo a multi-level QA process
A
to ensure maximum accuracy

n

Fully reconciled and audited vote reports

Role of inspector of
election availability
In-depth data and
vote analysis
Post-meeting wrap-up
discussion

PRINT AND DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT
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A scalable and integrated print and distribution network

n

Enhanced mail and e-delivery capabilities across the globe
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Custom-branded shareholder materials

n

Online document hosting solution
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DISCOVERY PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION
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Our in-house team helps you project manage your
entire event
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Our flexible meeting format allows you to choose
what’s right for you — in person or hybrid
In-depth analysis of your timeline and pre-record
date data are the basis for your strategic solution

Mediant delivers investor communications solutions to brokers, corporate issuers and funds. Our solutions are driven by leading technology and strict compliance with industry regulations, which allows
clients to balance innovation with requirements. We enable brokers to effectively manage all potential
touchpoints within the investor communications lifecycle — from proxy statements and prospectuses
to voluntary corporate actions. We provide corporate issuers with turnkey proxy processing, and we
empower mutual funds, REITs and insurance companies with a full-service, end-to-end proxy solution.

For more information, visit www.mediantinc.com
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